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The Component Object Model (COM) is deep and extremely  difficult, making it impossible to grasp the ideas behind this  specification quickly or easily. Don Box, the author of Essential  COM concedes that it took him six months of reading documentation,  writing programs, and experiencing general puzzlement before he had  his personal COM epiphany. Nonetheless, if you're a C++ programmer and  you want your skills to continue to be relevant in a PC market  dominated by Windows 95 and Windows NT, you need to get going down the  path toward your own COM enlightenment. COM is the tool of choice for  creating distributed and concurrent systems for modern Microsoft  operating systems. If there's a book that will help you get a handle  on the COM phenomenon, Essential COM is it.
 Endorsed by  object-orientation guru Grady Booch and Microsoft COM expert Charlie  Kindel, Box's book takes the reader from an elucidating discussion of  why a demand exists for COM and how it fits into the progression of  C++ technology to a cool exhibition of some COM programs he's  written. Along the way, Box covers the four corners of COM interfaces,  classes, apartments, and security--all explained in developer's  detail. He also gives attention to access control, marshaling, and  Distributed COM (DCOM). Essential COM isn't an application  programming interface (API) reference; it is an exploration of the Tao  of COM. As the author says in his preface, you will figure out the how  of COM programming quickly, as soon as you grasp the why.     
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Artificial Intelligence: Structures and Strategies for Complex Problem Solving, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 1997
Combines the theoretical foundations of intelligent problem-solving with he data structures and algorithms needed for its implementation. The book presents logic, rule, object and agent-based architectures, along with example programs written in LISP and PROLOG. The practical applications of AI have been kept within the context of its broader goal:...
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Learning Microsoft Windows Server 2012 Dynamic Access ControlPackt Publishing, 2013

	When you know Dynamic Access Control, you know how to take command of your organization's data for security and control. This book is a practical tutorial that will make you proficient in the main functions and extensions.


	Overview

	
		Understand the advantages of using Dynamic Access Control and how it...
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Language and Communication: Essential Concepts for User Interface and Documentation DesignOxford University Press, 1999
Computer interfaces and documentation are notorious for being difficult to learn and use. This timely volume shows how ideas developed by linguists and language teachers can be used to design computers which are truly user-friendly. The author argues that software and hardware designers should see users as language learners and consider such...
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Programming Scala (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009
Learn how to be more productive with Scala, a new multi-paradigm language for the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that integrates features of both object-oriented and functional programming. With this book, you'll discover why Scala is ideal for highly scalable, component-based applications that support concurrency and distribution. 
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The Calculus Gallery: Masterpieces from Newton to LebesguePrinceton Press, 2004
More than three centuries after its creation, calculus remains a dazzling intellectual achievement and the gateway into higher mathematics. This book charts its growth and development by sampling from the work of some of its foremost practitioners, beginning with Isaac Newton and Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz in the late seventeenth century and...
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Securing Web Services with WS-Security : Demystifying WS-Security, WS-Policy, SAML, XML Signature, and XML EncryptionSams Publishing, 2004
  			The most up to date, comprehensive, and practical guide to Web services security, and the first to cover the final release of new standards SAML 1.1 and WS-Security.>   			

	
     Comprehensive coverage and practical examples of the industry...
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